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Hello darlings 

It is day 264 of Snippets of Encouragement, and today I’d like to encourage you to 

do something vital in your life, and that’s to ask for help. 

I don’t know why the hell we seem to believe that we’re capable of doing 

everything alone in life or that we should be able to handle everything alone. 

Where the hell did that crazy assed idea come from?  

Many people don’t like to ask for help because they see it as a sign of weakness or 

don’t want to show their vulnerabilities, but in not asking for help or not being 

willing to receive support, we essentially handicap ourselves even further.  

I think our inability to ask for and receive help is because we create this crazy 

egoic perception based on what we think others are doing in their lives.  

As you know I’m a huge fan of RuPaul Charles, and one of his favourite sayings is, 

“We’re all born naked, and the rest 

is drag!” Underneath the drag we’re 

all wearing, we’re all soft-bellied 

(some of us more than others) 

vertebrates who desperately desire 

to be loved and accepted.  

As I mentioned in day 261’s snippet, 

within the first 10 kilometres of a 

789,1 km pilgrimage, I found myself 

throwing up my arms and saying, 

“Oh God I think I need help, I don’t 

think I’m going to manage this 

alone!” While I was really hoping 

that I would somehow be able to 

complete my journey, all of those 

778,1 daunting kilometres that lay 

ahead, I knew that I would not manage to complete that humungous task alone. 

The irony is, I was alone, and I didn’t know another soul along that pathway 

leading to Santiago de Compostella, so I guess I was pretty much opening myself 

up to the possibility of receiving help from total strangers.  

People on the Camino say, “The Camino gives you what you need.” This, in my 

experience, is one hundred per cent true, but you have to be willing to receive it.  

Camino translated from Spanish means path, and if you consider that our lives 

consist of millions of paths that we traverse throughout our lives, we are all on the 

Camino of life each day. When walking the path in Spain, there is an incredible 

energy that exists there. It’s almost as if the Camino ancestors have paved the 

way for those who will come. You have a sense you can bring your sorrow, your 
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pain, your torment and suffering. You can bring your hopes, aspirations, questions 

and longings. However you come, the Camino will meet you where you’re at.  

There is a pervading sense of grace and compassion that exists upon the Camino. 

From the moment you set out your heart begins to encompass those around you 

and you see into people’s hearts and know and accept them for who and what 

they are. There is an incredible sense of generosity amongst pilgrims, but to be 

clear, this expansion of love and compassion only happens as the individual is 

beginning to experience that within themselves.  

What I realised was that unless I were willing to ask for help, I would not be ready to 

receive support. This is not a unique experience on the Camino; this is true for daily 

life. Unless we are willing to ask, we are not willing to receive.  

It is in the asking that we allow ourselves to become vulnerable, that we lower the 

barricade to the flow of abundance and wellbeing. Asking for help is like turning 

the ignition in your car on. We all know that a car can travel great distances at 

high speeds, but unless it is started, nothing is ever going to happen.  

Asking is always the first step in the process of receiving, and if we’re unwilling to 

do that, then we will never receive. Of course, we can try, most often quite 

unsuccessfully, to do everything in our own power and on our own, but I’ve found 

that sometimes a little support goes much further than a lot of lonely struggle.  

There are so many possibilities and blessings awaiting us if we would be willing to 

ask for help. We often think that others will disappoint us or not be eager to help. 

We create barriers because of our fear and yet when we are prepared to say, “I 

can’t do this on my own, I need some help.” Amazing miracles seem to unfold as 

the universe rushes in to assist us. 

Darling, is there an area of your life where you’re not asking for help? It can be 

something relatively small and insignificant or quite momentous. What’s holding 

you back? Could you become stronger with some support, could that support 

ease your pain? Don’t allow your pride or stubbornness prevent you from receiving 

the support you may need as you walk your Camino of life.  

If you’d like to learn more about my pilgrimage across Spain, you can read my 

book Letters from The Way, which tells my story in letter form. Enjoy the book, 

darling, many people have.  

If you’ve enjoyed reading this snippet of encouragement there are three things 

you can do. SHARE it with a friend. ENCOURAGE another person today. SIGN UP 

using http://eepurl.com/dIt8Fj to receive the Snippets live to your inbox each day. 

 

 


